Spring Quilt Festival, Harrogate 2018
Workshop List
These workshops run on each day of the show. Some workshops will overlap so please
check the times when making your choice. Workshops can be booked at the show on a first
come, first served basis. Payment should be made by cash only.

Workshop 1
11.30am - 1 hour - £7.00
Japanese Boro Mini Tote Bag with Susan Briscoe
Start making your own mini tote bag in the Japanese boro ‘rag patchwork’ appliqué technique. Hand
sewing. Suitable for beginners and upwards. Workshop kit includes Japanese cotton foundation
fabric, recycled Japanese cotton and other scraps for the boro appliqué, sashiko thread and sashiko
needle. The finished bag fits most mini tablet computers, or use it as a book bag.
12.45pm - 1 hour - £7.50
Play with Glitter Liners with Vendulka Battais
Would you like a fast and easy way to add a bit of glitter to your textile work? Come and try Marabu
Glitter Liners and colour in a pre-quilted feather or a tree panel.
2.00pm - 1 hour - £5.00
Felt Appliqué and Embroidery with Mal Murray (Quiltbloc)
Appliqué felt shapes, embellish with embroidery and beads to make a pincushion, needle case or
decorate a craft bag.
Workshop 2
11.30am - 1 hour - £7.50
Free Woolly Textures with Catherine Lawes
In this class you will create a colourful, textured landscape or abstract picture using strips of wool
fabrics, many varied textured yarns, stitched down with crewel wools in cross stitch or couching. All
materials supplied.
12.45pm - 1 hour - £7.50
Quilted Brooches Using Boiled Wool with Abbie Searle
A happy hour making statement brooches! Hand stitched and hand quilted, suitable for anyone able
to play with a needle!
2.00pm - 1 hour - £7.00
Fusible Thread Appliqué with Sylvia Grayson
Learn the different ways in which you can use fusible thread: Single and multi-layered appliqué
designs, challenging appliqué designs e.g. Celtic and art designs, trapunto designs and freehand foil
and embellished designs. During this workshop you will have the opportunity to use fusible thread
on a small project in order that you will feel comfortable to use the thread in your own projects at
home. You will also learn tips and tricks that you can use in other patchwork and quilting projects.
Level: Beginner to experienced. Workshop pack includes information, techniques and patterns.

